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Description:

Christmas ornament Trio
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Barbara Ana Designs

These miniature ornaments by Barbara Ana feature 3 different snow landscapes. Santa is feeding his
reindeer. A squirrel is harvesting hazelnuts in the forest. And a house stands snuggly in the snow, under an
overarching tree. All three motifs have a recurring snowflake background motif and are framed with an
identical border.

The palette of colours is subdued and subtle, as in many of Barbara Ana's sampler designs.

Measuring only about 2 1/2 inches (on 32ct), the stitched pieces are a really cute size. They have been
mounted (see photo) as ornaments, with a very light filling and a felt background. They can be hung
individually on a Christmas tree or alternatively hung onto each other vertically, creating a single hanging
ornament.

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.
>> see more patterns by Barbara Ana Designs
Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
Christmas ornament Trio
Chart size in stitches: 3 x (40 x 40)
Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave
>> View size - of each motif - in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)
Stitches: Cross stitch
Chart: Black & White, Color
Threads: DMC
Number of colors: 7
Themes: 3 mini motifs with a matching frame, santa and reindeer,a squirrel eating nuts in the snow covered forest, a house under a tree

>> see more Christmas patterns by Barbara Ana Designs
>> see all Christmas ornament patterns (all designers)
All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.
Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.
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